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Abstract- Distributed Hash Tables (DHT) are mechanisms
used to locate data in P2P and Grid computing. Early
DHT schemes, while providing lookups with optimal or
near optimal efficiency at the overlay level, tend to neglect
efficiency at the physical level. Although one may extend a
DHT scheme by simply adding additional nodes in routing
tables to provide extra locality choices, we note that there
are intrinsically better ways. We illustrate this point using
Chord as an example. We generalize Chord from one-sided
lookups to two-sided lookups in a new variation called
B-Chord. We show that B-Chord achieves substantially
better lookup locality than Chord and 4-Extended Chord,
a known variant that has approximately the same node
degree of B-Chord. The improvement is achieved using a
convex combination of finding a shorter physical path and
finding a shorter overlay path. Simulating these protocols
on common network models, we show that B-Chord, on
average, incurs less than 35% and 25% of physical hops
than Chord and 4-Extended Chord, respectively.
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1 Introduction

Data lookup is a critical issue in P2P and Grid comput-
ing. It locates a node responsible for a given data (key).
A number of distributed hash table (DHT) schemes have
been proposed in recent years with an objective of provid-
ing efficient, scalable, reliable, and fault resilient lookup
service. Representatives of these include Chord [13], CAN
[11], Pastry [12], Tapestry [15], Koorde [6], Symphony [9],
and Viceroy [8]. LetN denote the total number of nodes
in the overlay network. Table I summarizes the number of
overlay routing hops of these DHT schemes.

Most distributed lookup protocols achieve lookup ef-
ficiency at the overlay level rather than at the physical
level (Pastry and Tapestry are two notable exceptions). By
lookup locality we mean the minimum physical cost trav-
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TABLE I

DHT schemes Node degree Overlay routing hops
Chord O(logN) O(logN)
CAN O(d) O(dN1/d)
Pastry (b−1)(logb N)+O(b) O(logb N)
Tapestry b(logb N) O(logb N)
Koorde 2 O(logN)
Symphony 2k+2 O(log2 N/k)
Viceroy 3 to 7 O(logN)

eling along an overlay lookup path, which is an important
performance measure. We use the following definition of
lookup locality.

Definition: The physical cost of two adjacent nodes in
the overlay network is the number of physical hops on the
shortest physical path connecting these two nodes. The
lookup localityof an overlay pathp is the summation of
physical cost of each pair of adjacent overlay nodes onp.

Providing multiple overlay paths is a standard approach
to improving lookup locality, so that one has choices to
select a path with better locality (i.e., with less routing
latency). This approach also makes the lookup protocol
more robust and more fault resilient. One way of doing so
is to extend the existing DHT scheme by adding additional
nodes in routing tables with a minor modification of the
scheme. For example, one may extend Chord by replacing
each successor node in a Chord finger table with a list of
immediate successor nodes. We note that there are better
ways by a novel modification of the existing scheme. We
illustrate this idea using Chord as an example.

We devise a new distributed lookup protocol using
additional routing information to turn one-sided lookups in
Chord to two-sided lookups. We call the new protocol B-
Chord, standing for Bilinear Chord. Lookups in B-Chord
use two greedy strategies: Obtain a shorter overlay path
and obtain a shorter physical path. These two strategies,
however, may not agree with each other. To achieve the
best performance, B-Chord uses a convex combination of
the physical distance from the current node to the next
node and the overlay distance from the next node to the
key.

We show that B-Chord offers substantial improvements
on lookup locality over Chord and 4-Extended Chord, a



known variant of Chord that has approximately the same
node degree as B-Chord. Moreover, B-Chord preserves
asymptotically the same performance as Chord on node
joining and node leaving. Simulating Chord and B-Chord
on graphs generated from GT-ITM internetwork topol-
ogy models of flat random graphs, 2-level transit-stub
hierarchies, and N-level hierarchies [4], [14], we show
that lookups in B-Chord reduce on average over 35% of
physical hops than Chord and over 25% than 4-Extended
Chord.

2 Chord and simple variations

Chord [13] assigns each participating node a unique
Chord ID. It does so by hashing the node’s IP address
to a binary string of fixed lengthm. It also hashes each
key to anm-bit binary string. A ring of2m points labeled
by m-bit binary string starting from0 to 2m−1 clockwise
forms anm-bit base ring(or simply abase ringwhen there
is no confusion). We call anm-bit string an identifier, a
Chord ID, or a base point. Chord nodes form a sub-ring
of the base ring. We will not distinguish a node (or a key)
from its Chord ID.

We fix the usage ofm and N throughout this paper,
wherem denotes the length of identifiers andN a positive
number withN < 2m. We borrow the notations of intervals
on the real line to denote intervals on the base ring in the
clockwise direction. For example, leta andb be two base
points. Then(a,b] is the interval that includes all the base
points from a to b, excludinga and includingb, in the
clockwise direction. This use of interval notations would
not cause confusion: When values in intervals are base
points, they mean intervals on the base ring.

Let d(a,b) denote the number of base points in(a,b].
Let k be an identifier. Denote bysucc(k) the successor of
k, which is the first node fromk on the base ring in the
clockwise direction. Each Chord node maintains a routing
table (called a finger table) ofm entries for routing keys,
where theith entry in the finger table at noden is a pair
(Cn[i],succ(Cn[i])) and

Cn[i] = (n+2i−1)mod2m, 1≤ i ≤m.

Let succn[i] denotesucc(Cn[i]), called theith finger of n.
Also included in each entry of the finger table is the

location information (e.g., the IP address) of nodesuccn[i]
for routing keys. This information will not be explicitly
displayed for simplicity.

The lookup of a keyk at noden in Chord follows
a simple procedure: Check whetherk ∈ (n,succn[1]], if
so, returnsuccn[1]. Otherwise, find an integeri such that
succn[i] ∈ (n,k) and succn[i] is closer tok than any other
fingers in (n,k). That is, for all j 6= i with succn[ j] ∈
(n,k): d(succn[i],k) < d(succn[ j],k). Forward a query to
noden′ = succn[i] to locatek. Node n′ repeats the same
procedure, forwards a query to the next node if necessary,
and to the next, and so on, untilk is located.

In an N-node Chord network, a lookup can be carried

out with O(logN) messages [13]. That is, a query can be
routed to the destination node throughO(logN) nodes.
Moreover, node joining and node leaving can each be
carried out withO(log2N) messages.

One may extend Chord by replacing each successor
node in a Chord finger table with a fixed-size list of imme-
diate successor nodes [13] to improve locality. The lookup
algorithm in Extended Chord is essentially the same as in
Chord where the largest node from the list of immediate
successors is selected. The simulations presented in [13]
show that this approach can improve lookup locality.

We consider Extended Chord with successor-list-size 4,
called 4-Extended Chord, for the reason that the node
degree in 4-Extended Chord is approximately the same
as that in B-Chord.

One may also try to improve Chord’s lookup locality by
applying Chord twice independently and select a locally
better next node using a greedy strategy. This means to
hash independently each node twice to have two names
na and nb, and each key twice to two nameska and kb.
We call it 2-Chord. The keyka is stored in nodesucc(ka)
and the keykb is stored in nodesucc(kb). So every key is
stored in two different nodes. For each node in the routing
path, there are two successor nodes produced by the Chord
lookup algorithm on two different inputs of the key’s two
nameska and kb. The node with a smaller number of
physical hops from the current node will be chosen.

3 B-Chord

B-Chord is defined on them-bit base ring, where each
node and each key is hashed to anm-bit identifier as in
Chord. Keys are stored in nodes in the same way as in
Chord.

3.1 Finger tables

In addition to using the successor ofCn[i] as in Chord,
B-Chord also uses the predecessor ofCn[i], denoted by
pred(Cn[i]), which is the first node counterclockwise from
Cn[i] on the base ring. Each node in anN-node B-Chord
network maintains a finger table of2m−1 entries. LetP=
〈n0, . . . ,n`〉 be an overlay path andph(ni ,n j) the number
of physical hops on the shortest path from nodeni to node
n j in the underlying physical network. The lookup locality
of P is ∑`−1

i=0 ph(ni ,ni+1).
The finger table at noden contains2m−1 entries in the

form of (Cn[i], (predn[i], pi), (succn[i],si)), where

Cn[i]=
{

(n+2i−1)mod2m, if 1≤ i ≤m,
(n−22m−i−1)mod2m, if m+1≤ i ≤ 2m−1,

predn[i] = pred(Cn[i]), succn[i] = succ(Cn[i]), pi =
ph(n, predn[i]), and si = ph(n,succn[i]). The values ofpi

and si are found using a standard network tool (e.g.,
traceroute) and included in the finger table when the table
is created.



Remark: We only store the values ofpi andsi , not the
entire path, to save memory space. This information helps
reduce the running overheads of the lookup algorithm.

We call predn[i] and succn[i], respectively, theith left
finger and theith right finger of n.

Example1: Let m = 7 and the node set be
{5,14,25,36,45,54,65,74,83,92,102,113,123}. Table II
shows the finger table of node 123 and the finger table of
node 36.

TABLE II

(A)FINGER TABLE OF NODE123. (B) FINGER TABLE OF NODE36.

C123 (pred, p) (succ,s)
(123+20)mod27 = 124 (123,0) (5,13)
(123+21)mod27 = 125 (123,0) (5,13)
(123+22)mod27 = 127 (123,0) (5,13)
(123+23)mod27 = 3 (123,0) (5,13)
(123+24)mod27 = 11 (5,13) (14,31)
(123+25)mod27 = 27 (25,31) (36,7)
(123+26)mod27 = 59 (54,17) (65,5)
(123−25)mod27 = 91 (83,18) (92,9)
(123−24)mod27 = 107 (102,9) (113,19)
(123−23)mod27 = 115 (113,19) (123,0)
(123−22)mod27 = 119 (113,19) (123,0)
(123−21)mod27 = 121 (113,19) (123,0)
(123−20)mod27 = 122 (113,19) (123,0)

(A)

C36 (pred, p) (succ,s)
(36+20)mod27 = 37 (36,0) (45,21)
(36+21)mod27 = 38 (36,0) (45,21)
(36+22)mod27 = 40 (36,0) (45,21)
(36+23)mod27 = 44 (36,0) (45,21)
(36+24)mod27 = 52 (45,21) (54,14)
(36+25)mod27 = 68 (65,11) (74,15)
(36+26)mod27 = 100 (92,23) (102,25)
(36−25)mod27 = 4 (123,19) (5,13)
(36−24)mod27 = 20 (14,26) (25,7)
(36−23)mod27 = 28 (25,18) (36,0)
(36−22)mod27 = 32 (25,18) (36,0)
(36−21)mod27 = 34 (25,18) (36,0)
(36−20)mod27 = 35 (25,18) (36,0)

(B)

3.2 Lookup

For a given keyk at node n, the lookup procedure
proceeds as follows: Findi0 such thatpredn[i0] ∈ (k,n)
and it is closer tok than any other nodespredn[ j]∈ (k,n).
This step is referred to ascounterclockwise lookup. Let
n− = predn[i0]. Find i1 such thatsuccn[i1] ∈ (n,k) and it
is closer tok than any other nodessuccn[ j] ∈ (n,k). This
step is referred to asclockwise lookup. Let n+ = succn[i1].
Select a node from these two nodes with a smaller cost
and forward a lookup query to that node with the keyk.
Repeat this process until the key is located. The cost from
node n to noden′ may be the number of physical hops
from n to n′, ph(n,n′), stored in the finger table, or the
distance on the base ring betweenn′ and the keyk. This
gives rise to the following two greedy strategies:

1) Select the next node with a smaller physical cost.
2) Select the next node with a smaller overlay cost.
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Fig. 1. Lookup for key 59

We note that these two strategies may not agree with each
other. That is, we could haveph(n,n−) < ph(n,n+) but
d(k,n−) > d(n+,k), or vice versa. In a lookup process
sometimes Strategy 1 is better and sometimes Strategy 2
is better. To take advantage of both strategies we use a
linear combination of the two strategies to define the cost
from noden to noden′ such that the physical cost has
weight a and the the overlay cost has weightb, where
a,b≥ 0 anda+b > 0. Since the cost function is used for
comparison, it is equivalent to using the following convex
combination of the two strategies with a single weight
parameterσ = a/(a+b). That is, for anyσ ∈ [0,1], let

c(n,n′) = σ · ph(n,n′)+
{

(1−σ)d(k,n′), if n′ = n−,
(1−σ)d(n′,k), if n′ = n+.

Empirical results (see Section 4) show that whenσ = 5
9±ε

for a small ε ≥ 0, the lookup algorithm yields the best
result.

As an example let us assume in Example 1 that node 123
is instructed to locate key 59, which is stored insucc(59) =
65. Let σ = 1. From Table II(A) we see that nodes 36
and 83 are the two best candidates, for36∈ (123,59) is
closest to 59 among all nodessuccn[i] ∈ (123,59), and
83∈ (59,123) is closest to 59 among all nodespredn[i] ∈
(59,123). Node 36 is selected becauseph(123,36) = 7 <
18= ph(123,83), and it is in the clockwise direction. From
Table II(B) we see that node 54 from the column of right
fingers and node 65 from the column of left fingers are
the best candidates, and node 65 is selected that is in the
counterclockwise direction.

This lookup procedure, however, may not converge.
This is because an alternating clockwise lookup and coun-
terclockwise lookup may form a lookup loop. To solve
this problem we introduce two variablesD− (counterclock-
wise) andD+ (clockwise) to keep track of the overlay dif-
ference between the contacted node and the key to ensure
that the next contacted node is closer to the destination.
Note that ifn is a clockwise node, thend(n+,k) < D+; if
n is a counterclockwise node, thend(k,n−) < D−. Thus, if
d(n+,k)≥ D+, then moving to noden+ in the clockwise
direction will be farther away fromk than moving to node
n−. Likewise, if d(k,n−) ≥ D−, then moving to noden−
will be farther away fromk than moving to noden+. D−



andD+ are passed to the next node and get updated along
the way.

Described below is the final lookup algorithm
LOOKUPσ () with a weight parameterσ .

// For a given keyk find the destination nodesucc(k).
// Initially, set D−← d(k,n) andD+ ← d(n,k).

n.LOOKUPσ (k)
1. if k∈ (n,succn[1]] return succn[1]; terminate;

// destination found
2. if k∈ [predn[1],n) return n; terminate;

// destination found
3. set n−← predn[i0], wherepredn[i0] ∈ (k,n) and

d(k,n−) = min{d(k, predn[i]) | predn[i] ∈ (k,n)};
4. set n+ ← succn[i1], wheresuccn[i1] ∈ (n,k) and

d(n+,k) = min{d(succn[i],k) | succn[i] ∈ (n,k)};
5. if d(k,n−)≥ D− set n′← n+;

// Choosen+

6. else if d(n+,k)≥ D+ set n′← n−;
// Choosen−

7. else if c(n,n−)≤ c(n,n+) set n′← n−;
8. else setn′← n+;

// Choose the local optimal node
9. set D−← d(k,n−) andD+ ← d(n+,k);

return n′.LOOKUPσ (k);

3.3 Correctness proof

The parameterσ does not affect the correctness of the
lookup algorithm regardless its value, and so in this section
we will not specifically mention this parameter. Letni

denotes theith node (i ≥ 0) in the lookup path withn0 = n.
In ni .LOOKUP(k), we say that a node is beingcheckedif it
is eithern−i or n+

i in lines 3 and 4, and a node iscontacted
if it is where the query is forwarded. No communication
is needed for a node being checked.

Lemma1: In ni .LOOKUP(k) we have the following:

1) d(succ(k),n−i )≤ d(succ(k),ni)/2.
2) d(n+

i , pred(k))≤ d(ni , pred(k))/2.

Proof: We will prove the first inequality. The proof of
the second inequality is similar. Without loss of generality,
we usen to denoteni andn− to denoten−i . It follows from
the lookup algorithm thatn− ∈ (k,n) and

∀predn[i] ∈ (k,n) : d(k,n−)≤ d(k, predn[i]). (1)

Sincen− ∈ (k,n) we haven− ∈ [succ(k),n). Starting from
point n, the finger pointsCn[1], . . . ,Cn[2m−1] lie one by
one in the clockwise direction. These points (includingn)
partition the base ring into2m segments. For convenience,
let Cn[2m] = n. Sincen− 6= n and predn[1] = n, there must
be an integeri ∈ [1,2m−1] such thatn− ∈ (Cn[i],Cn[i +1]].
This implies thatsucc(k) must also be in this interval. To
see this suppose thatsucc(k) is not in this interval. Then
succ(k) ∈ (Cn[ j],Cn[ j +1]] for some j. If j > i thenn− 6∈
[succ(k),n), a contradiction. So we must havej < i. This

means thatpredn[ j +1]∈ (k,Cn[ j +1]] andd(k, predn[ j])≤
d(k,Cn[ j +1]) < d(k,n−), which violates Inequality 1.

Case 1:1≤ i < m. Note that

d(n,succ(k)) ≤ d(n,Cn[i +1])
= 2i ≤ 2m−1,

d(succ(k),n) = 2m−d(n,succ(k))
≥ 2m−2m−1 = 2m−1,

d(Cn[i],Cn[i +1]) = 2i −2i−1 ≤ 2m−2.

Thus,

d(succ(k),n−)≤ d(Cn[i],Cn[i +1])≤ d(succ(k),n)/2.

Case 2: i= m. Note that

Cn[m+1] = (n−2m−2)mod2m

= (n+2m−2m−2)mod2m

= (n+3·2m−2)mod2m.

d(Cn[m],Cn[m+1]) = (3·2m−2−2m−1)mod2m

= 2m−2,

d(succ(k),n) ≥ d(Cn[m+1],n)
= (Cn[m+1]−n)mod2m

= 3·2m−2.

Thus,

d(succ(k),n−) ≤ d(Cn[m],Cn[m+1])
≤ d(succ(k),n)/3.

Case 3: m< i ≤ 2m− 1. We first note thati cannot
be equal to2m−1, for n− and succ(k) cannot be in the
interval(Cn[2m−1],Cn[2m]] = ((n−1)mod2m,n] that only
contains noden. Thus, we must havei < 2m−1. We have

d(succ(k),n) = (n−succ(k))mod2m

≥ (n−Cn[i])mod2m

= n− (n−22m−i−1)
= 22m−i−1,

d(Cn[i],Cn[i +1]) = [(n−22m−(i+1)−1)−
(n−22m−i−1)]mod2m

= 22m−i−2.

Thus,

d(succ(k),n−) ≤ d(Cn[i],Cn[i +1])
= 22m−i−2 ≤ d(succ(k),n)/2.

Next we assume that both clockwise and counterclock-
wise lookups occur inLOOKUP(k). If the ith node on the
lookup path is a clockwise node, then we denote it byai ;
otherwise bybi .

Lemma2: Let P be the lookup path ofLOOKUP(k).
1) If P contains a sequencebi→ai+1→bi+2 for some in-

tegeri ≥ 0, thend(succ(k),bi+2) < d(succ(k),bi)/2.
2) If P contains a sequenceai→bi+1→ai+2 for some in-

tegeri≥ 0, thend(ai+2, pred(k)) < d(ai , pred(k))/2.



Proof: We prove Statement 1. The proof of Statement
2 is similar and is omitted here.

Since nodebi+2 is in different direction from nodeai+1,
it means thatbi+2 = a−i+1 and the condition in line 5 in
ai+1.LOOKUP(k) is false; namely,d(k,a−i+1) < ai+1.D−,
whereai+1.D− represents the value ofD− at nodeai+1.
It follows from ai+1.D− = d(k,b−i ) that

d(k,bi+2) < d(k,b−i ).

By Lemma 1(1) we know that

d(succ(k),b−i )≤ d(succ(k),bi)/2.

Thus,

d(succ(k),bi+2) = d(k,bi+2)−d(k,succ(k))
< d(k,b−i )−d(k,succ(k))
= d(succ(k),b−i )
≤ d(succ(k),bi)/2.

Theorem3: Assume that in anN-node B-Chord net-
work, nodes are uniformly distributed on the base ring.
Then for a given keyk at any node,LOOKUP(k) locates
k by contacting onlyO(logN) nodes.

Proof: For convenience, we callsucc(k) andpred(k)
a target node. It follows from Lemma 1 that for any one
step n1 → n2, node n2 is at least two times closer than
noden1 to noden1’s target node. Since the distance from
the starting node to the destination node is at most2m,
if directions do not change,LOOKUP(k) takes at most
m+ 1 steps to reach the destination nodesucc(k) (the
extra one step is needed for the clockwise step). Suppose
thatLOOKUP(k) changes its lookup direction. Assume that
LOOKUP(k) alternates its direction at each step for two
steps, withn1→ n2→ n3, wheren2 is in different direction
from n1 andn3 is in different direction fromn2. By Lemma
2 we know thatn3 is more than two times closer than
n1 to n1’s target node. Thus, ifLOOKUP(k) alternates its
direction at each node, it will take at most2m+1 steps to
reach the destination node. Other situations (i.e., there are
a few steps in the same direction, a few steps in different
directions, and a few steps in the same direction again,
and so on) will take betweenm+ 1 and 2m+ 1 steps to
reach the destination. Since theN nodes are uniformly
distributed on the base ring, the expected number of nodes
contacted in the lookup path isO(logN).

Under a good hash function, nodes are uniformly dis-
tributed with high probability. Thus, we have the following
corollary.

Corollary 4: In anN-node B-Chord network, with high
probability the number of nodes to be contacted by
LOOKUP(k) for locatingk is O(logN).

3.4 Lookup analysis

Suppose that the same noden in both B-Chord and
Chord networks of the same number of nodes needs to

locate the destination nodesucc(k) for a given keyk. Let
lC(n,k) and lB(n,k) denote, respectively, the number of
nodes on the overlay path from noden to nodesucc(k)
in the Chord and B-Chord networks. Letl p

C(n,k) and
l p
B(n,k) denote, respectively, the lookup locality of these

two overlay paths.
We assume that nodes are uniformly distributed at

random on the base ring and the underlying physical
network is a graph selected uniformly at random fromN-
node connected graphs. Then on average a shorter overlay
path is expected to result in a shorter physical path. For
each random variableX in the set of lB(n,k), lC(n,k),
l p
B(n,k), andl p

C(n,k), we useEn,k[X] to denote the expected
value ofX.

We claim that En,k[lB(n,k)] < En,k[lC(n,k)] and
En,k[l

p
B(n,k)] < En,k[l

p
C(n,k)]. To see this we inspect each

execution ofni .LOOKUP(k), where ni is the ith (i ≥ 0)
node on the lookup path andn0 = n. Let HC+ denote the
half circle of the base ring from noden0 clockwise and
HC− the other half.

Assume i = 0. We note that d(n0,n
−
0 ) < D− and

d(n0,n
+
0 ) < D+. Supposepred(k) is on HC−, then n1 is

closer tok than the node selected by Chord because B-
Chord has fingers inHC− and Chord does not. Suppose
pred(k) is on HC+. If n1 = n+

0 , then n1 will also be
selected by Chord. Ifn1 = n−0 , this meansc(n,n−0 ) <
c(n,n+

0 ). Since Chord will selectn+
0 , and so B-Chord’s

selectionn−0 is better than Chord’s selection. Even ifn1

is randomly selected fromn−0 and n+
0 , B-Chord still has

two out of four chances to select a better node, one out
of four chances to select a node that is as good as Chord,
and one out of 4 chances to select a node that may or may
not be better than Chord. Thus, on average we expect that
B-Chord selects a better node than Chord does.

Now assumei > 1. Supposeni is selected by line 5 or
line 6. Thenni is at least twice closer to the target node
thanni−1 by Lemma 1, regardless whetherni is clockwise
or counterclockwise. Thus, on average this selection is at
least as good as Chord, and whenpred(k) is onHC−, this
selection is better. Ifni is selected by line 7 or line 8, this
case is similar to the case ofi = 0.

3.5 Node joining and node leaving

Node joining and node leaving in B-Chord follow
the same procedures in Chord. When a node joins the
network, B-Chord first locates an arbitrary nodena on
the ring and asks it to look for the successor and the
predecessor of the new node. After this is establish the
network is functional, although it is not yet at its full
capacity. The construction of the finger table can be
carried out in the background. A partial finger table, as
long as the node knows its immediate predecessor and
successor, can provide lookup service. Since the successor
and the predecessor of the neighbors of the new node
have changed, the corresponding finger tables of the nodes
must be updated. The existing node recursively updates the
fingers of other nodes. When a node leaves the network, a



similar procedure is followed. To update the successor and
the predecessor of each node after a node is added in or
removed from the network, we could employ a lazy finger
update mechanism that periodically verifies the immediate
successor and predecessor of each node, and refreshes its
finger table entries.

The communication cost of creating and maintaining a
finger table in B-Chord is higher than Chord, for additional
nodes need to be contacted and their information need to
be maintained. The number of these additional nodes is
less than three times of the number of nodes maintained in
a finger table of Chord, and so is in the order ofO(logN).
This is a small price to pay for the improved lookup
locality, and the work can be done in the background
without interrupting the lookup service. If nodes stay in
the network for a while (for instance, from a few minutes
to a few hours), the improved lookup locality would be
worth the effort.

In summary, when a node joins or leaves the B-Chord
network, onlyO(logN) nodes are affected. The finger table
of each affected node must be updated. The update for
each node incursO(logN) messages, and so the overall
update cost isO(log2N) messages.

4 Simulation results

We simulate Chord, B-Chord, 4-Extended Chord, and
2-Chord over the Georgia Tech Internetwork Topology
models (GT-ITM). They are flat random graphs (Rand), 2-
level transit-stub hierarchies (T-S), and N-level hierarchies
(N-level). For detailed descriptions of these models please
see [14]. We use the software package GT-ITM [4] to
generate physical networks. Our code is written in JAVA.

A Rand graph is generated by connecting each pair of
nodes with a chosen edge probability.

In all the Rand graphs we generated, the degree of each
node is between 2 and 8.

A T-S graph is generated based on the following param-
eters: the random seedS, the number of transit domains
T, the average number of stub domains per transit node
K, the average number of nodes per transit domainNt , the
average number of nodes per stub domainNs, the number
of edges between a stub domain and a transit domainEts,
the number of edges between a stub domain to a stub
domain Ess, the edge probability in transit domainsPt ,
and the edge probability in stub domainsPs.

An N-level graph can be determined by the following
parameters: the number of levelsL, the number of nodesNi

in each internal subgraph at leveli ∈ [1,L], the flat random
graph modelM, and the edge probability parametersαi

andβi that determine the connectivity in each subgraph at
level i.

We carry out our simulations underm= 15 with 32,768
identifier spaces. It allows us to simulate networks with
densityρ (i.e., ρ is the ratio of the number of nodes in a
network and the size of the underlying ID space) ranged
from 0.03 to 0.50. We carried out our simulations on a

TABLE III

PARAMETERS FOR THET-S MODEL

S T K Nt Ns Ets Ess Pt Ps size
G1 82 8 7 12 23 3 2 0.3 0.2 15,540
G2 47 6 9 10 29 2 1 0.32 0.21 15,750
G3 19 9 8 12 18 3 0 0.29 0.3 15,648
G4 77 7 6 12 31 1 1 0.33 0.17 15,696
G5 51 10 7 14 16 4 2 0.21 0.34 15,778

TABLE IV

COMPARISON OFB-CHORD OVERCHORD, AND B-CHORD OVER

4-EXTENDED CHORD

Rand T-S N-level
hp

B/hp
C 65.01% 63.94% 64.80%

hp
B/hp

E 79.2% 70.9% 68.7%

sun4u SunFire V240 server. (Simulating denser networks
over 16,000 nodes on this machine was arduous.)

In our simulations we choose the parameters (details are
given in Table III) to generate T-S graphs. The parameters
so chosen guarantee that the degree of each node is
between 2 and 7.

Our N-level graphs are generated with the following
paramenters:L ∈ [3,5], Ni ∈ [4,23], αi ∈ [0.3,0.7], and
βi ∈ [0.2,0.5]. The total number of nodes in each graph
is between 15,312 and 15,525, and the degree of each
node in each graph is between 2 and 7.

For each graph generated we run the following pro-
cedure 300 times: Randomly chooseN nodes to form a
Chord, a B-Chord, a 4-Extended Chord and a 2-Chord net-
works, whereN = 1000j ( j = 1, . . . ,15). For eachN-node
overlay network we randomly and independently choose
300 node-key pairs(n,k) and execute the corresponding
lookup algorithm to locate nodesucc(k) starting at node
n, with σ = 5

9. We calculate the average physical hops for
each lookup protocol at each value ofN (see Figure 2).
We see that on average 2-Chord has no advantage over
Chord.

Averaging physical hops over all lookup paths in our
simulations under all three topologies, we obtain com-
parison data shown in Table IV, wherehp

C , hp
E, and hp

B
denote, respectively, the average number of physical hops
in Chord, 4-Extended Chord, and B-Chord. From the table
we see that the average lookup locality in B-Chord is 35%
to 36% better than that in Chord, and 20% to 31% (i.e.,
more than 25% on average over the three models) better
than that in 4-Extended Chord.

We have chosen the weight parameterσ = 5
9 in our

simulations. This indicates that, according to the convex
combination of the cost formulac(n,n′) (see 3.2) used
in the lookup algorithm, about49 of the improvement
comes from selecting a shorter overlay path and about5

9
of the improvement comes from selecting the next node
with a stronger locality. To further explore howσ affects
performance, we have carried our experiments withσ
ranged from 0 to 1. Figure 3 shows this effect on a T-S
graph. The improvement percentages are calculated based
on average physical hops in lookups with different values
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Fig. 2. Comparison of physical hops: (a) over Rand graphs; (b) over
T-S graphs; and (c) over N-level graphs.
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Fig. 3. Lookup comparisons for different values of the weight parameter
σ . The improvement variable IMPCB = (hC−hB)/hC and IMPEB = (hE−
hB)/hE , wherehC, hE andhB denote, respectively, the average number
of physical hops in Chord, 4-Extended Chord and B-Chord.

of σ over 5000-node overlay networks. The next node
selection, whenσ is set to 1 depends only on the physical
cost; and whenσ is set to 0 depends only on the overlay
cost. It indicates that whenσ = 5

9 ± ε with small ε ≥ 0,
the lookup algorithm is optimal and the physical locality
plays the most effective role. The physical improvement
of B-Chord over Chord can be as much as 41%.
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